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Abstract
Users can create, experience, and monetize content and applications. Land in
JRWorld is permanently owned by the community, giving them full control over their
creations. Users claim ownership of virtual land on a blockchain-based ledger of
parcels.
Landowners control what content is published to their portion of land, which is
identified by a set of KIP-17(NFT) coordinates (x,y). Klaytn blockchain based Nonfungible Token KIP-17, Non-fungible token (NFT) is a special type of token that
represents a unique asset. As the name non-fungible implies, every single token is
unique and non-divisible. This uniqueness of non-fungible token opens up new
horizons of asset digitization.
Land is a non-fungible, transferrable, scarce digital asset stored in an Klaytn smart
contract. It can be acquired by spending an KIP-7 token called BREATH. BREATH
can also be used to make in-world purchases of digital goods and services. People
are spending increasingly more time in virtual worlds, for both leisure and work. This
occurs predominantly in 2D interfaces such as the web and mobile phones.
But a traversable 3D world adds an immersive component as well as adjacency to
other content, enabling physical clusters of communities. Unlike other virtual worlds
and social networks, JRWorld is not controlled by a centralized organization. There is
no single agent with the power to modify the rules of the software, contents of land,
economics of the currency, or prevent others from accessing the world.
This document lays out the philosophical underpinnings, technical foundations, and
economic mechanisms of JRWorld.
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About
Our JRWorld
01 Introduction

1.1 Rationale
The development of large proprietary platforms,
such as Facebook, has allowed hundreds f millions
of users to gather, interact, share content, and play
games. Their network effects helped cultivate vast
online communities and gaming companies.
These platforms, controlled by centralized
organizations, manage the network’s rules and
content flow, while extracting significant revenue
from the communities and content creators who
drive traffic to the platforms.
JRWorld aims to establish a network that allows its
content creators to own and capture the full value
of
their
contributions.
While
blockchain
infrastructure, spearheaded by Klaytn, is now more
widely available.
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JRWorld provides an infrastructure to support a
shared virtual world, also known as a metaverse. It
consists of a decentralized ledger for land
ownership, a protocol for describing the content of
each land parcel, and a peer-to-peer network for
user interactions.
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The cryptocurrencies as a global, instant, and low
cost payment method is still evolving. Payment
transactions will need to occur off-chain to achieve
short- to medium-term scalability in blockchain
payment networks.
Solutions such as Bitcoin's Lightning Network or
Klaytn's state channels are on enabling a fast, global
payment system with low fees. More centralized
solutions can work today, although at the expense
of operability with other systems, privacy, and
standardization.
JRWorld is built on the premise that low cost, direct
payments between content creators and users will
radically change internet commerce.
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1.2 Historical rationale
It was predicted that the era of blockchain-based digital real estate would
come, and now digital real estate is already recognized as a stark investment
asset. It is reasonable enough to consider digital real estate investment, and
the digital real estate sector will grow rapidly soon socially.
The digital real estate sector is deeply related to rapidly growing
cryptocurrency investments, recording high returns, and will soon be
recognized as a realistic and effective means of storing wealth. It will be like
art in the real world or real estate in the physical world we live in.
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Know
About Digital Estate
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Digital real estate exists in the virtual world. There is a clearly
compartmentalized "digital country" in the virtual world, and no one can
change the property rights recognized here. Buying land in today's virtual
world feels like buying land in Manhattan in 1750. Unlike real estate in the
world, which has become more volatile due to the Covid-19 Pandemic, digital
real estate continues to grow explosively and reliably.
You live as an avatar in a virtual world called metaverse. You can earn
cryptocurrency by talking to other people's avatars and playing games or
betting. Also, with cryptocurrency, you can do many things such as buying art
from galleries or going to concerts.
There are already many virtual worlds based on cryptocurrency, including
Somnium Space, Cryptovoxels, Axie Infinity, Sandbox, and others (before
release). Among them, however, JRWorld is the fastest growing metabus with
a wide variety of elements.

JRWORLD
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Why Virtual Real
Estate?
Land's ownership is recorded on the Klaytn
blockchain as an Non-fungible Token(NFT)
following the Klaytn token standard KIP-17.

Land's ownership is recorded on the Klaytn blockchain as an Non-fungible
Token(NFT) following the Klaytn token standard KIP-17. The NFT standard that
gave CryptoKitties' digital cats their own uniqueness was KIP-17 of Klaytn
Blockchain.
Ownership recorded as Non-fungible Token (NFT) can be easily and safely
transferred and traded. JRWorld's land quantity was set at 212,121. Each land
has its own coordinates made up of a combination of x and y, which cannot be
changed or mixed with each other.
There is also a marketplace where you can buy and sell Rand, and those who
believe that they can trade virtual real estate at a level equivalent to the price of
the real world are claiming to be real estate agents.
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Another feature of JRWorld is that the metabus economy rolls around based
on cryptocurrency. The land that is subdivided into JRWorld is called LAND,
and all lands except roads and squares can be bought and sold. The currency
used to buy and sell Rand is a currency called BREATH, which is a unique
cryptocurrency that can only be used at JRWorld.
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Why Virtual
Real Estate?
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In fact, owning a virtual real estate is more than symbolic and fundamentally
contributing to the JRWorld community. This is because how you develop your
own compartment and create it into a space determines how JRWorld users
interact with your land. The Land you raised becomes a venue for social
exchanges in the real world, such as users meeting each other, learning new
things, building things, and building relationships in them. In the process, Rand's
value also rises.
Investing in digital real estate can simultaneously benefit from derivatives
trading. There is no risk of actual real estate transactions, such as bad collateral
or debt, and it is a virtual asset on Metabus that is not related to real estate, so
you don't have to worry about the price volatility of real estate. In fact, real
estate prices of JRWorld, a U.S. metabus platform, have risen for several years
after this process.
In 2017, when JRWorld made its debut, a single piece of land was priced at
$100. In 2019, a part of Genesis Plaza called Estate 331 was sold for $80,000.
This remains the second most expensive transaction of the entire Non-fungible
Token (NFT).
And last month, a land that has not yet been developed was rated for about
8,000 mana. The current market price is about $1,400. Land prices have
increased 14 times in three years. Since the launch of JRWorld, Land has been
traded about 50,000 times so far.
The total transaction amount is over $30 million and the average price is $560.
This means that the current price of $1,400 is not absurd. Currently, adding all
the prices of all the land is estimated to reach about $100 million, and the
potential market capitalization is growing as prices continue to rise.
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01

Mainstream

03

02

Profitable

Why do you believe
Until now, the prevailing view of cryptocurrency, including Bitcoin, as digital gold
has been dominant. However, repeated tests have confirmed that cryptographic
assets behave differently than gold, stocks and bonds. This means that
cryptographic assets can be a perfect candidate to diversify their portfolios.
There are many reasons to believe that the value of digital assets will continue to
rise.
Last year's most profitable assets were not Amazon or Apple stocks. The main
character was Bitcoin, which moved completely away from the existing financial
system. There was once a time when cryptocurrency was considered as a toy for
some enthusiasts who were engaged in speculators or coding. However, it is now
an asset that can be bought and sold by anyone with a smartphone, and even large
institutional investors cannot ignore it. It was incorporated into the mainstream
financial system.
JRWORLD
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Portfolios
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Issue of
Non-fungible Token (NFT) serves as a sign to buy and
sell real estate in the virtual world. Non-fungible Token
(NFT) is a particular form of cryptographic token that
represents something unique in the world.

Anyone who has transferred or registered registration from traditional real estate will
know how complicated the process is. Real estate in the virtual world is recorded in the
distributed ledger through Non-fungible Token (NFT). The person who owns the token
also has full ownership of the digital item that the token represents. Even if certain
virtual real estate platform services are closed or developers abandon the virtual real
estate platform, ownership remains forever.
Non-fungible Token (NFT) is rapidly spreading. There are also more and more cases of
proving and trading ownership using Non-fungible Token (NFT), and recently, another
meta-bus "Axie Infinity" has signed an asset deal worth $1.5 million.
JRWORLD
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Non-fungible Token (NFT) is not
interchangeable, as its name suggests.
Cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin, like cash,
can be replaced as much as possible if the
face value is the same. It has nothing to
do with changing 0.01BTC in my wallet
and 0.01BTC in someone else's wallet.
However, NFT does not. As it represents
unique characteristics, it cannot be
divided or changed recklessly.
Non-fungible Token (NFT) can be traded
in NFT-only markets. The trading process
may be more complicated than ordinary
cryptocurrencies that can be bought and
sold on large exchanges, but virtual real
estate can be traded easily through a
much more transparent process than real
real real estate in the physical world.
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Demand for resilient assets that are not swayed by
surrounding conditions is higher than ever at a time
when inflation can come at virtually negative interest
rates.

Obviously, real estate is still the wealthiest asset of the most people, and it is the best
hedge against inflation.
However, even among those who are absolutely advocating traditional real estate,
there is a disagreement over how to measure the proper value of real estate today.
On the other hand, the virtual world is just beginning to take a step.
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This economic situation has affected that
cryptographic assets appear to be safe
assets that are less dangerous than those
in traditional reality.
The real estate market in the real world is
certainly worrisome. The real estate
market related to retail, office and lodging
has completely frozen as demand has
plummeted. There are plenty of vacancies,
and the situation shows no signs of
improvement for the time being.
Residential real estate, such as detached
houses and apartments, seems to have
been relatively less affected by the Covid19 Pandemic, but with real wages
stagnant for so long, real estate prices
cannot rise.
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Growth VR world

The virtual world itself is not a new concept. It was
already 18 years ago in 2003, when the virtual world
Second Life and Eve Online were released for adults.
There were millions of service users at one time. In the virtual time and space created
by the game, gamers have created a fairly complex economic system.
However, the two games were too far ahead of their time in some ways. In the early
2000s, the way we lived was still based on the real world, or offline. Eventually, people
chose the latter when the moment came to choose between the virtual world and the
real world and online and offline. When new services based on cryptocurrency began
to grow, the two games had already remained as a shining success story in the past.
Quite a lot has changed since then and now. The biggest difference is that today's
entire process of people communicating and interacting with others is largely done
through the virtual world. The medium through which friends and business people
interact is usually the phone or the computer.
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The rapid growth of
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If you look at Minecraft and other games,
you can predict how children, or the next
generation,
will
use
technology
to
communicate and interact with others.
Services based on JRWorld and other
cryptocurrency-based virtual worlds are
platforms that can naturally absorb those
who have grown up playing games like
Minecraft.
Games like Minecraft are played in virtual
spaces, such as meeting other people,
talking, sharing feelings with each other, and
just spending time together. The user
experience of Minecraft as a child is not
unfamiliar
to
cryptocurrency-based
metabuses
JRWORLD
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Because of Covid-19, it has become a desirable innovation and survival strategy for
mankind to do everything human beings can do online as much as possible. Even after
the end of Covid-19, the newly learned habit will remain for a long time, changing the
human culture itself. You will redefine the obvious and common sense. New Normal is
already a familiar word for many people.
In real life, the exchange of hands-on face-to-face contact is decreasing, and exchanges
through non-face-to-face, online, and virtual worlds continue to vary and become more
frequent. Clubhouse, one of the fastest-growing startups in 2020, is also a good
example. The clubhouse, which seems to be a mix of podcasts and 1980s party lines, is
entirely in the virtual world (without video). It is a platform that exchanges only by
voice, and as the number of subscribers increases explosively, it is spreading like
wildfire.
It is the same as where to invest, but especially when investing in real estate, it is
necessary to predict what future will unfold. It doesn't have to be a very far future, but
let's think about the next 10 years or so. It's time for a child to become an adult. How
do young people who will influence the trends at this point have the mindset to fill the
common sense of the community?
In particular, Minecraft, the best-selling video game of all time, asks children if they
want to play with their friends or play Minecraft, and ten Minecraft is selected when
they open it. For millions and tens of millions of children who think they can go
anywhere in the world with Minecraft, the past year they spent in non-face-to-face
classes at home must have been a happy time in that they can actually do Minecraft as
much as they want.
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New users, new rules
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In 2004, second-life gamer "Ailin Graef" began aggressively collecting real estate in the
virtual world. Graff, better known as Anshe Chung, is famous for his story of buying real
estate in the game for less than $10 at first and finally becoming an asset worth more
than $1 million. The story of Annecy's success, which is even greater because it is a
wealth that only deals with assets in the virtual world, is now a legend for everyone who
thinks of making a part of NFT or virtual real estate.
To succeed by speculating in virtual real estate, one must quickly understand and accept
new rules. The principle that real estate conglomerates in the real world followed
thoroughly is likely to be of no use in the virtual world. This is the case with the "first,
second, and third location," which is the most famous maxim in the real estate industry.
In the real world, accessibility and visibility have a big impact on the value of real estate,
but in a virtual world where anyone can move anywhere with just a click if they know
the coordinates, concepts such as station influence, floating population, and neck are
useless.
Instead, in the virtual world, a completely different kind of attraction is important. The
key is how well people live in virtual spaces, so that users want to come again, and make
them want to come and spend money. In the virtual world, novel ideas or eye-catching
designs are more important than places and budgets.
JRWORLD
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User want to come
again

Eye-catching
Designs
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Considering the various characteristics we've seen so far, digital real estate will be an
asset that can be fully considered as an investment target at this point. It's true that it's
still a risky asset, with little chance of losing all of its investment, but if you're ready to
take some risks, some of your entire portfolio of investments would be a good choice
to invest in just-in-the-world digital real estate.
Furthermore, investing in digital real estate offers an opportunity to experience a new
world first by actively participating in the virtual world's economy. It is really thrilling to
reject conventional wisdom and go through what others have never done in a
completely new world. Here in the virtual world, there are colorful decorations,
paintings, music, and friends from all over the world.
Early adopters who entered the virtual real estate market early will be given the
opportunity to buy assets at an unimaginable low price in the real estate market. In
areas where real estate prices have soared, such as Florida's development district,
Austin, Texas, and Las Vegas, people who have already invested in real estate have
made a lot of money. Perhaps the opportunity in the virtual real estate market is now
open.
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We Do

A Traversable
World

Road to trip

JRWorld

JRWORLD
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The adjacency of land makes JRWorld parcels unique from web domains. New land
parcels must be contiguous to existing ones. This adjacency allows for spatial
discovery of new content and the creation of districts devoted to a special topic or
theme. While each web domain can have an unlimited number of hyperlinks to other
content, parcels in JRWorld have a fixed amount of adjacencies.
Additionally, the content of adjacent parcels can be seen from a distance. For content
creators, the establishment of districts provides access to targeted traffic; for end
users, it enables discovery of themed experiences. Users can travel through
neighborhoods and interact with applications that they stumble upon.
This discovery by adjacency is at odds with having infinite land: in that scenario, users
would have a hard time finding relevant content by traveling through it. With scarce
land, developers can acquire users by purchasing land in high-traffic areas. This will
allow secondary markets to develop around land ownership and rentals, as is already
happening on district0x.io.

Foundations for
JRWorld’s value proposition to application developers is
that they can fully capitalize on the economic interactions
between their applications and users. To allow those
economic interactions, the platform must allow three
things to be traded: currency, goods, and services.
JRWorld will integrate a core system that allows global,
instant, and cost-effective payments between any two
users on the internet. Cryptocurrencies allow for trustless
payment channels to be established between parties,
with low-trust hub-and-spoke systems already possible.
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For services to be provided on JRWorld, we are
developing a scripting system that enables developers to
program the interactions between users and applications.
This scripting system runs exclusively on the client side
but allows for different data flow models: from mere local
effects and traditional client-server architectures, to P2P
interactions based on state channels. Developers
programming in it will benefit from the availability of fast,
cheap micropayments, provably fair games, decentralized
storage, and other features enabled by the advent of
cryptographic techniques using blockchain-based smart
contracts.

In addition, in JRWorld, user participation and activities
are the most important factor in the expansion,
construction, and maintenance of the metaverse
economic system. So, JRWorld Metaverse allows users to
share the profits generated by the Metaverse economic
system.
JRWorld has structured a protocol economy system in the
economic system. It is an ecosystem that deals through
individual user protocols based on Klaytn blockchain
technology. Accordingly, JRWorld Metaverse users can
receive not only fair compensation for their contribution
but also compensation for the growth of JRWorld
Metaverse by the system.

JRWORLD
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To foster the exchange of virtual goods, economic
incentives must be in place to ensure the continued
creation and distribution of avatars, items, and scripts.
Because static content can be arbitrarily copied, the user
experience should empower social agreements that
recognize original creations. By implementing an identity
system to establish authorship, users will be able to track
and verify an author’s consent through cryptographic
signatures.
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Use
Applications
The JRWorld scripting language will allow the development
of applications, games, gambling, and dynamic 3D scenes.
This scripting language will be designed to handle a wide
range of capabilities, including creating objects, loading
textures, handling physics, encoding user interactions,
sounds, payments, and external calls, among others.

Content Curation
Users in JRWorld will gather around neighborhoods of
shared interest. Being located near high-traffic hubs will
drive users to the landowners’ content.

Brands may advertise using billboards near, or in, high-traffic
land parcels to promote their products, services, and events.
Some neighborhoods may become virtual versions of Times
Square in New York City. Additionally, brands may position
products and create shared experiences to engage with their
audience.

Digital Collectibles
We expect users to publish, distribute, and collect rare
digital assets issued on the blockchain by their creators. Just
as it occurs today in other virtual worlds or through online
forums, these digital assets will be traded inside this world
through the scripting system and be backed by the
aforementioned naming system.

Social
Groups that currently gather in online forums, chat groups,
or even other centralized multiplayer games could port their
communities into JRWorld. Offline communities could also
find in JRWorld a space to gather.

Other use cases
There are no technical specifications to what could be built
in JRWorld. Therefore, other use cases could emerge, such
as training and professional development, education,
therapy, 3D design, and virtual tourism, among others.

JRWORLD
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Advertising
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Architecture

1) Consensus layer:
Track land ownership and its content.
2) Land content layer:
Download assets using a decentralized distribution system.
3) Real-time layer:
Enable users’ world viewers to connect to each other.

JRWORLD
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The JRWorld protocol is
comprised of three layers:
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On Performance
Land ownership is established at the consensus layer, where land content is referenced
through a hash of the file’s content. From this reference the content can be
downloaded from BitTorrent or IPFS. The downloaded file contains a description of
objects, textures, sounds, and other elements needed to render the scene. It also
contains the URL of a rendezvous server to coordinate connections between P2P
users that are exploring the tile simultaneously. Figure shows a diagram of the steps
the JRWorld clients execute to provide the experience of a shared virtual world in a
decentralized way.
Additionally, two other systems are key for JRWorld’s economy to develop:
Payment Channel Infrastructure for fast payments with low fees.
Identity System that allows users to establish ownership over original creations.

JRWORLD
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JRWorld 3 Layers
Blockchain-based Architecure design

A r c h i r e c t u r e

JRWORLD
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01

Consensus
Layer

JRWorld will use an Klaytn smart contract to maintain a ledger of ownership for land
parcels in the virtual world. We call these non-fungible digital assets LAND: each
LAND has unique (x, y) coordinates, an owner, and a reference to the content
description file, which encodes what the landowner wants to serve there.
JRWorld clients will connect to the Klaytn network to fetch updates to the state of the
LAND smart contract. LAND is bought by burning BREATH, a fungible KIP-7 token of
fixed supply. This token serves as a proxy for the cost of claiming a new parcel. The
LAND contract uses a burn function to destroy BREATH and create a new entry in the
LAND registry. New parcels need to be adjacent to a non-empty parcel.
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JRWorld
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02

Content
Distribution
Layer

JRWorld uses a decentralized storage system to distribute the content needed to
render the world. For each parcel that needs to be rendered, a reference to a file with
the description of the parcel’s content is retrieved from the smart contract. The
current solution uses the battle-tested BitTorrent and Kademlia DHT networks by
storing a magnet link for each parcel. However, the IPFS(Inter-Planetary File System)
provides a compelling alternative as its technology matures.
This decentralized distribution system allows JRWorld to work without the need of any
centralized server infrastructure. This allows the world to exist as long as it has users
distributing content, shifting the cost of running the system to the same actors that
benefit from it. It also provides JRWorld with strong censorship-resistance, eliminating
the power of a central authority to change the rules or prevent users from
participating.
However, hosting these files and the bandwidth required to serve this content has
significant costs. Currently, users of the JRWorld P2P network are seeding the content
without compensation and out of goodwill. However, in the future, this infrastructure
cost can be covered by the use of protocols like Filecoin. Until this technology
becomes available, automated micropayments can be used to pay for quality of
service. The proceeds of JRWorld’s continuous sale of BREATH can cover these costs
over the long run (see Section 3.2).
The description of a parcel will contain a list of different files required to render it, a
list of services hosted by the landowner, and an entry point to orchestrate the
placement of objects and their behavior. This document must declare:
JRWORLD
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JRWORLD

JRWORLD
Content Distribution Layer

Content

Scripting

Content files,

Scripting entry point,

References to, or blobs with, 3D
meshes, as well as textures, audio files,
and other relevant content required to
render the parcel. These are specified
so that the client knows what contents
the renderization will need, without
any instructions on how to place them.

The scripting system controls how the
content is placed in the parcel, as well
as its behavior. This enables
applications and animations to take
place within the parcel. It also
coordinates behaviors such as the
positioning and movement of objects,
the timing and frequency of sounds
played, the possible interactions with
users, among other features.

Interaction

P2P interactions,
This allows the client to connect to a
server that bootstraps user-to-user
connections, coordinates positions and
postures, and enables voice chat and
messaging.
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03

Real-time
Layer

Clients will communicate with each other by establishing peer-to-peer connections with
the help of servers hosted by landowners or third parties. Without a centralized server,
peer-to-peer connections are needed to provide social interactions between users, as
well as applications that the landowner wants to run inside the parcel. To coordinate the
bootstrap of peer-to-peer connections, landowners will have to provide rendezvous
servers or understand that users will not be able to see each other in their parcel.
The maintenance of these servers can be incentivized the same way as content servers.
When lightweight protocols like STUN can cover the functionality required from the
server, the costs would be fairly low. But for more advanced features, such as a voice
chat between multiple concurrent users or network traversal services, micropayments
can be used to cover the operating costs.
The social experience of users in JRWorld will include avatars, the positioning of other
users, voice chat, messaging, and interaction with the virtual environment. The different
protocols used to coordinate these features can work on top of existing P2P solutions
like Federated VoIP or WebRTC.
JRWORLD
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JRWORLD

Payment
General purpose, public, and distributed HTLC
networks like Lightning may be at least one year away
from materializing, but low-trust hub-and-spoke
payment channel networks allow for fast and low-cost
transactions that can be implemented today.

Payment channels are key
for JRWorld for two
reasons:

Today, platforms mitigate the
risk inherent in credit card
payments: users trust the
platform, rather than the
application, with their payment
details. With payment channels,
they could make direct
purchases to the developer with
no risk of identity theft.

J R W O R L D
Blockchain based
Metaverse

•In-world purchases
•Incentivizing quality of service of
content and P2P servers

Some parts of JRWorld’s infrastructure can be paid for with micropayments. These costs
include hosting content, serving it, and running P2P protocols like spatial audio processing for
multiple users. The marginal cost of running applications on JRWorld for developers, given a
market of incentivized servers to provide the infrastructure, approaches its real cost as this
becomes essentially commoditized. However, in order to have no barrier to entry for
incoming developers, JRWorld will subsidize these services with the proceeds of selling
BREATH tokens.
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Identity
JRWorld’s ownership of land is one
kind of identity system,

JRWORLD
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where credentials are the coordinates of one’s land.
Economic incentives are also necessary to ensure
that the creators of avatars, items, and scripts
continue building and distributing them. Since
content can be arbitrarily copied, we must rely in
social agreements to enforce retribution to the
creator.
Social agreements can make digital scarcity possible.
In centralized systems, this scarcity is defended by
the company that creates the platform. For Bitcoin
and other proof-of-work blockchains, scarcity is
enabled by a computational puzzle and the fact that
mining blocks requires an onerous economic
sacrifice.
JRWorld can use decentralized identity systems to
create a layer of ownership over in-world items. This
system must allow users to easily verify the consent
of an author by linking public keys and signatures
with human-readable names.
Projects like uPort or the Klaytn Name Service can
be used to do this. Social reputation is also needed
to facilitate contributions to the author.
The ability to incentivize content creation on
decentralized economies is evolving quickly, with
multiple projects working in the space directly or
indirectly. Potential solutions include Mediachain,
Curation Markets, and more.
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JRWORLD
ECONOMY
In Section 1.1, we make a case for how the increasing adoption of
cryptocurrencies creates the necessary conditions for the emergence
of a distributed platform for a virtual world. Below, we introduce the
utility of LAND and the BREATH token, how their strategic allocation
can help bootstrap the utility of the network, and outline how the
issuance of BREATH will be conducted.

JRWORLD
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JRWORLD
L A N D

a n d

t h e

B R E A T H

T o k e n

The utility of LAND is based on its adjacency to other attention hubs, its
ability to host applications, and also as an identity mechanism. Developers and
other content creators will demand LAND so that they can build on top of it
and reach their target audience. Although every unclaimed LAND can be
purchased at the same exchange rate (1,000 BREATH = 1 LAND), LAND
parcels are distinguishable from each other, potentially trading at different
prices on a secondary market due to differences in adjacencies and traffic.
On the other hand, BREATH serves as a proxy to asses the price of a new
parcel of LAND. Also, BREATH used to buy goods and services in the virtual
world creates utility value for the token.

BREATH Token

JRWORLD
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With the launch of the JRWorld, we are
introducing two digital assets: LAND, the nonfungible parcels in which the virtual world is
divided; and BREATH, an KIP-7 token that is
burned to claim LAND, as well as to make inworld purchases of goods and services.
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Fostering the Network

LAND

NFT

Smart Contract

In order to jumpstart the network, developers and content creators
will be rewarded to set up shop in JRWorld. The Foundation will hold
contests to create art, games, applications, and experiences, with
prizes contingent on meeting a set of milestones. At the same time,
new users will be assigned allowances, allowing them to participate in
the economy immediately. These financial incentives will help
bootstrap the utility value of the network until it independently
attracts users and developers.

JRWORLD

www.jrworld.org

Land ownership is acquired
through an KIP-7 token
called BREATH. This token
will serve to bring value
into the network, and to
acquire a new parcel of
land. BREATH can also be
used to purchase in-world
goods and services.

Challenges

Decentralized

Content Distribution
Content distribution through a P2P network has two main
issues. The first involves download speed: retrieving a file
from a DHT or distributed peer-to-peer storage system has
traditionally been too slow. Specially, in a graphical
application like JRWorld, users will be adverse to using a
system that does not load the experience quickly. The second
issue involves availability: ensuring that content is sufficiently
distributed around the network without loss. IPFS and the
upcoming FileCoin protocol are addressing these issues and
we’re looking forward to when they become production
ready.

Challenges

Scripting
Scripting will be the most important element used to create
valuable experiences for users in JRWorld. Its APIs will need to be
secure enough for clients to hold private keys and authorize
micropayments frequently. Ease-of-use is also critical to penetrate
a broad audience of developers.

Challenges

Content Curation
The issue of filtering content for mature audiences (like
pornography, violence, or gambling) is difficult to solve within a
decentralized network. We expect a market to emerge here: with a
reputation-based approach, users could select one or more
providers of whitelists/blacklists that track the type of content
being served on each parcel.

Sectors and
Markets
The 1st Sector in JRWorld is Virtual Kangnam,
Seoul, and Korea. Subsequently, sectors will be
added to areas of the world's famous cities. You
must have BREATH to participate in a private land
auction that is compartmentalized in JAL World.
Participate in JRWorld Land Private Auction
Invitation to bid for private auction with the Land
registered on a specified schedule. Bid with
cryptocurrency BREATH used for all economic
activities in JRWorld, and can be exchanged for a
certain ratio to own Non-fungible(NFT) Land with
BREATH.

J R W O R L D
Blockchain based
Metaverse

With the completion of JRWorld's sequential
development, Land's transaction is made
through the open global auction market
platforms such as Opensea (www.opensea.io)
and Rarible (www.rarible.com), etc.

JRWORLD

JRWorld is a distributed platform for a shared virtual world that enables
developers to build and monetize applications on top of it. The scarcity
of land, on top of which applications can be built, creates hubs that
capture user attention, which drives revenue to content creators.
BREATH tokens will be used to purchase land, goods, and services inworld. BREATH tokens will also be used to incentivize content creation
and user adoption, therefore bootstrapping the first decentralized
virtual world.

J R W O R L D
Blockchain based
Metaverse
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JRWorld Timeline

INITIAL PLAN OPEN
Open Blockchain-based Metaverse
JRWORLD Development Plan.

JUN 2021 – SEPT 2021

MAR 2021 – MAY 2021

PRE-PRODUCTION STAGE

1ST PRODUCTION STAGE
The first development of JRWORLD
begins. Build and create NFT-based
LANDS.

JAN 2022 – FEB 2022

OCT 2021 – DEC 2021

1ST PRIVATE LAND MARKET
A private land market opens, and you
can buy and sell ownership of the LAND
certified as NFT.

2ND PRODUCTION STAGE
The secondary development of
JRWORLD begins. Develop user-based
LAND Content Builder.

JUL 2022 – DEC 2022

JRWORLD

FEB 2022 – JUN 2022

CONTENT PRODUCTION
Plan and develop various contents
needed for JRWORLD Metaverse.

www.jrworld.org

Begin the pre-production phase for
building the infrastructure needed for
JRWORLD development, etc.
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OUR
VISION
www.jrworld.org

JRWorld is a space that reconstructs the space of reality into virtual reality.
Here, users can make life and experience the same as reality into virtual
reality. Another economic structure in virtual reality arises, and the currency of
the country, JRWorld, used in this economic activity, is BREATH.
You can order coffee from Starbucks in JRWorld and have it delivered to you
in the real world. You can also go to a department store, clothing store, or
mart service to place an order and get it delivered to reality.
You can also build buildings, apartments, villas, etc. in JRWorld, sell them to
users, and do rental business. Becoming the owner of a building in virtual
reality. Users can place and decorate their virtual reality IKEA, interior,
electronics shops, etc. in their own or rented homes or spaces, dress their
avatars in clothing stores, or ship the same product to me in real life.
JOIN TO JRWORLD
JRWORLD
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Find Our
Company Address
https://www.jrworld.org
DEFF Limited.
86, Merchants Street, VLT 1177, Valletta, Malta.

www.jrworld.org

Affiliated business.
https://www.luxotc.com
https://www.rectcoin.com
https://www.rectasset.com

Address detail
86, Merchants Street,
VLT 1177, Valletta,
Malta.

JRWORLD

